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Abstract: Arabic language literature means the best words in the best order. It serves as a mirror which reflects all 

the humanistic activities in people social life. Their outlook on life, their ideas, emotions and traditions. Literature 

consists of prose and poetry. Poetry as the main branch of Arabic literature. It has been defined as the 

spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings, or the expression of imagination. For the Arabic critics, poetry is a 

rhythmical composition of words expressing an attitude designed to surprise and delight and to arouse an 

emotional response.      

The Arabs believe in poetic inspiration, for them poetry is a holy thing, and there is no invention in the poet's mind 

until he has been inspired. God takes away the minds of poets, and uses them as his ministers, as he also uses 

diviners and holy prophets.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Arabic literature passed through different phases: the classical Arabic school, Namely Abbasid golden phase. The famous 

poets of this phase were al-Buhturi, Abi- Tammam and al-Mutanabi, the neo-classical Arabic school, and this phase 

passed through two different stages start from a rediscovery of classical Arabic poetry and poetic theories. The main poets 

of this phase were al-Barudi and al-Yazjii, the gradual spread of English and French literary influences. The major poets 

were Shawqi and Hafiz Ibrahim. 

The new romantic school, produces a new type of poetry, which is marked by a tension between a neo-classical style and 

new romantic sentiments. It is illustrated by the poetry of three main romantic groups: The Diwan group, the Mahjar 

group and the Apollo group. The famous poets of the Diwan group were al-Aqqad, Shukri and al-Mazini. The main poets 

of the Mahjar group were Abu Madi and Jubran Khalil Jubran. Abu-Shadi, Judat and al-Hamshari represent the Apollo 

group. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2-1- The stages of Sudanese Arabic Literature: 

The neo-classical revival of Sudanese Arabic literature also passed through two phases, a rediscovery of classical Arabic 

literature. The main Sudanese poets of this phase were Mohammad Saeed al-Abbasi and al-Tyjani Yousif Bashir, their 

poetry was marked by classical qualities of Abbasid age, Gradual dissemination of western literary influences emerged. 

The major poets of this stages were Yousif Mustafa Attiney, al-Ameen Ali Madani, Mohammad Ashry and others. 

2-2-Modern Arabic literature: 

Modern Arabic literature is a field in which interest is growing rapidly every day, So a number of serious studies in 

modern Arabic literature have appeared in English, like "Tradition and English and American Influence  in Arabic 
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Romantic poetry" by Mohammad Abdul Hai, and "Some Background Notes on Modern Sudanese Poetry", by Mohammad 

Ibrahim al-Shoush.  

The main problem which the Sudanese romantic poets has to face was, as they realized the hybrid nature of their cultural 

tradition. A number of articles meant to define the features of 'Sudanese Identity' were published in 'al-Fajr Magazine' 

which was belonged to ‘al-Fajr Romantic School.  

Al Mahjoub wrote several essays for Civilization of the Sudan   newspaper ' Hadarat –Al Sudan and Al-Fajr ' Magazine 

which reflected the European romantic influence. His poems in "Heart and Experience “Gulb wa Tajarub "indicate that he 

receives his inspiration from nature and its glories like 'Wordsworth ' the poet of nature. He accepted the view that 

'Wordsworth' was a pantheist a mystic of imagination and romantic critic. Actually Al Mahajoub and Shelly lived and 

thought in two worlds, one was the world of mankind and it's hopes, the other was the world of their own heart. What 

made them great romantic poets, is their struggle to free themselves from the shackles of the ' earthly materialist nature, 

and participate in the 'eternal' or the spiritual element of human life, Romanticism is the awakening of sensibility, which 

means the power of sensation or perception, according to this definition the writers and poets   mostly turn to a free mode 

of self-expression. They could not follow the neo-classical rules. This romantic view had great impact on the works of 

'Al- Mahjoub' as the one of the famous Sudanese –romantic poets and critics.  

So al Mahjoub signed many articles for attempt a comprehensive and systematic exposition of his, and more or less of al 

Fajr concept of 'Cultural Identity' and its relationship to the Sudanese literature. Al Mahjoub was thrilled with his own 

discovery of the idea of culture applied to the hybrid ethnographic and intellectual character of the Sudan. He defines 

culture as ' the method and style of an ideal life '.His definition of culture was borrowed from the Victorian culturalist 

Mathew Arnold who says ' Culture is the ideal intellectual image of life. 

2-3- Arabic practical criticism:  

It states that the word criticism derived from the Greek word meaning judgement, and hence literary criticism is the 

exercise of judgment on works of literature. The main factors which influenced the Sudanese literature were the 

establishment of Gordon College in 1902 and the foundation of Omdurman Islamic Institute. Al-Mahjoub's literary 

criticism is divided into two kinds, his theoretical criticism which includes his literary articles for many magazines as al-

Fajr and Hadarat al-Sudan, this articles explains his critical theory and his tools of judgment. And his practical criticism 

where he criticized the Sudanese poet Salih Abdul Gadir. He states that Salih Abdul Gadir is the gifted poet, who lacks 

aestheticism. 

2-4-The Influence of English literature on Arabic literature: 

The Arabic poets were gradually influenced by their reading in English literature. They read mostly in the poetry of the 

second generation of the English romantic poets as Shelley, Keats and Lord Byron. So their poems are full of emotion and 

describing beauty as the end of pleasure and enjoyment. They believe as Shelley and the other romantic poets of their age, 

that the spirit of poetry is one in the whole world. There is no oriental spirit or accidental spirit independent of each other. 

They were regarded and considered more of a band than some great romantic poets, they were thinkers and philosophers 

who receive their inspiration from nature and reveals the mysteries locked in her treasures.  

And some of the Sudanese romantic poets like al-Bannah, Ahmad Muhammad Salih and al-Tijani Bashir participate 

'Wordsworth' his deep emotional feelings, as al-Tijani says: 

                                 I do believe in beauty as a nice comfort, 

                                While love seems as a hell. 

According to the previous study of Mahammad Ibrahim al-Shoush, the Sudanese poets Tambal, Ashri, al-Tinay and al-

Mahjoub were famous members of that romantic group, which is commonly known as the 'Fajre school' after the name of 

their literary magazine. Their magazine reflected the gradual consolidation and diversification of the cultural identity of 

the Sudanese poetry which was intimated in their literary product. The main problem that the young Sudanese romantic 

poets had to face was, as they realized the hybrid nature of their cultural tradition. If they were to identify themselves not 

with their ethnic groups but with the whole nation, a discovery of a common denominator for all these groups and a 

definition of it in terms of a cultural identity was an urgent task. Wordsworth says in his famous poem: 
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                          "I wandered Lonely as a Cloud" 

                             That floats on high o'er vales and hills, 

                             When all at once I saw a crowd, 

                             A host, of Golden daffodils; 

2-5-The Impact of   the age of Colonialization:   

The first rays of the dawn of the Arab renaissance in Egypt and in the Arab world at the beginning of the 19
th
 century did 

not filter through to the Sudan. The country was at that time still suffering under the shadow of the Turkish 

administration. During the Turkish administration, and more so during the short period of independence following the 

success of the Mahdist revolution in 1882, the Sudan remained secluded from the outside world, and this isolation 

persisted until the advent of the first world war. 

However, the isolation of the Sudan from the foreign influences and the absence of virtually any intellectual or cultural 

activities and modern schools up to the beginning of this century, gave the Sudan the unique opportunity to develop its 

own character and have its own religious, social and linguistic traditions peculiar to it, and to a great extent divorced from 

other developments in the Arab world. 

The Condominium Government of Great Britain and Egypt which established itself in 1899 marked a turning point in the 

history of the Sudan. It began to introduce that type of secular education. The Gordon Memorial College and a few 

elementary schools were opened in the main towns. Chances of promotion began to depend on this secular education. The 

whole construction of the society began to change. New morals and values were appeared to replace the religious values 

and the old tribal traditions of the society.  

This sentiment dominated the poetry written by the first graduates of the Gordon College, themselves not reconciled to 

the new western values, since they were largely recruited from amongst those who had had their basic teaching on 

religious lines, and were instructed in the College by the Azhar graduates. They found in the newly established magazines 

such as AlRa'id and Hadarat el Sudan, and the new graduates club established in 1919, an outlet for the expression of 

their poetry and a way of coming into contact with the public. 

It was natural that they should turn to the lyrical traditional poetry, as was then prevalent in the Arab world, which 

reached its peak at the hands of the great renaissance poets, al Barudi, Shawqi, Hafiz, al Rasafi and al Zahawi. The main 

characteristics of the traditional poetry may be summarized briefly as follows. It deals with all subjects which are now 

conveniently left for articles, short stories, novels and plays. It follows the same metre and rhyme throughout the poems. 

Its diction, syntax, imagery, vision and so forth, are heavily borrowed from classical Arabic poetry. The sense depends on 

each individual line rather than on the poem as a whole. In short, the traditional poet attempts to express his feelings 

through the familiar form of the classical qasida. 

2-6-Tradational and classical Arabic poetry:                 

This slavish adoption of the classic model was apparent in early Sudanese poetry, because the Sudanese environment and 

its tribal way of life was similar to the environment of the classical Arabic poet of the Arabian desert. Also like the 

classical poets, he addressed his audience from the platform, and like the gatherings of Ukas and  Mirbad in classical 

times, the Sudanese audience was one which regarded listening to poetry as its sole entertainment. It is a purely romantic 

notion which called upon the Arabs to cast off their apathy and to revive the greatness and the glory of their predecessors, 

and not to fall prey to the heretical western civilization. This idea was first conceived at the beginning of the renaissance, 

when the Arabs regarded the encroaching western civilization as another chapter in the history of the crusades, and 

discovered in their glorious past something to be proud of, and to cling to, to prevent being swept into the strong current 

of this suspicious civilization. However, idealization of the past in comparison with a gloomy present is not altogether 

new to the Arab mind. It is in fact a central idea which has its roots deep in Arabic tradition and one can trace it as far 

back as the Umayyad period in the 18
th
 century A.D. 

The new traditionalist poets who sprang mainly from the first graduates of Gordon College like Arafat Mohammad 

Abdullah and others, took it upon themselves to fight the new innovations and remind their audience of the greatness of 

their Arab predecessors. Thus the poets who dominated the literary scene in the twenties were in fact public orators and 
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reformers. Their poetry was not personal, it was preaching that the public should amend wicked ways and lead a virtuous 

religious life. 

The traditional poetry reached its momentum through the works of the late poet Muhammad Said al- Abbasi. He may be 

regarded as a great genius in writing poetry and undoubtedly is one of the greatest poets in modern Arabic literature. His 

stature is nearly as great as that of al-Barudi, Shawqi or Hafiz. The mere fact that he is virtually unknown outside his 

country and certainly his name has never appeared in any of the learned articles or books dealing with the history of 

modern literature, should give serious thought to critics and readers of modern Arabic poetry. 

Then, follows the famous Sudanese poet Omer al- Banna. His poems and the poems of his period are notably similar in 

form and content. The poet usually starts by choosing a medium with which to carry his spirit to the past. Another would 

choose a bird to sing to him of the glorious past, but above all, the theme of the young moon al-Hilal was much preferred, 

since it was the one object that may be said have actually witnessed the past and have once shone upon the great Arab 

civilization. So Ommer al- Banna's famous poem 'Munajat al- Hilal' represents that type of  poems. He says: 

            O' young moon, talk of the world or of religion 

           You emerged like 'nun'(Arabic letter) eternally young as a child 

           And you have witnessed the age of 'Zhu elNun'. -(The prophet) 

In these poems, the poet draws an ideal picture of the past, when moral sound, rulers were just, people religious and 

courageous, when the Arabs were masters of themselves. The first attack on this traditional poem was led by two 

Sudanese critics. The first was al-Amin Ali Madani, started his criticism as early as 1923. He was greatly influenced by 

the writings of the Mahjar poets particularly Jubran Khalil Jubran. The second was the poet and critic Hamza al- Malik 

Tambal. His critical essays show signs of deep perception and understanding of poetry. His main aim was to expose the 

shallowness of the traditionalists' poems and to point out to the public their inherent weaknesses. Al-Mahjoub was the 

famous member of al-Fajr school, he defended the notion that ' Sudanese culture is independence of Egyptian culture'. Al-

Mahjoub defines culture as 'the method and style of an ideal life. His definition was borrowed from the great Victorian 

poet and culturalist Mathew Arnold, who defines culture as the ideal image of a nation. 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study shows the great impact of western literature on Sudanese literature. The movement of English romanticism has 

a great influence on Sudanese Arabic literature. So the researcher would like to show the main factors and causes of that 

influence, and the role of the famous English romantic poets like Wordsworth and Coleridge, in developing the Sudanese 

romantic poetry.  

3-1-Western impact on the Arabic literature: 

Unlike Tennyson or Shelley, Al-Mahjoub expresses his reservations about the limits to which the visionary perception of 

reality should be pushed. His creative imagination lurks beneath the surface of his tributes to it his perceptions limited to 

the pleasure of the art. poetry for Al-Mahjoub is the widest gate of happiness, indeed it is only through its gate that 

happiness enters the heart, and that is clearly shown in Shelley's record of the happiest mind.  

Poetry thus makes immortal all that is best and most beautiful in the world. It arrests the vanishing apparitions which 

haunt the interlunations of life and veiling them, or in language or in form, sends them forth among mankind, bearing 

sweet news of kindred joy to those with whom their sisters abide. In spite of the painful misunderstanding of Shelly's 

'News of Kindred Joy  

Al- Mahjoub's definition of genuine poetry could be understood, as he (1967:119) shows that in his poem: 

[A leap of a Heart} 

Which of the two hearts that leapt over, 

Thy soft heart or mine that was affected so ever. 

What pretty eyes! By which I was fascinated. 
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In their beauty remains the mystery of the lovely world. 

He who discovers it, will know Allah who   creates. 

Be merciful and never ignore, thy lover any more. 

In God's define light, he believed, 

And so his heart had leaped. 

                               خفمت لٍب

  أٞ لٍب١ٕا اٌرٞ لد خفما         ٚبىأس ِٓ ٘ٛٞ اٌغ١د أصخضمٝ

 لٍبه إٌاعُ أَ لٍبٟ اٌرٞ      أٚزد اٌجفٓ ٘ٛاْ الأزلاء

 صذس ع١ٕ١ه ِٚا أعجبٗ      ٠ٍٙب اٌذش ٠ٚدِٟ اٌذدلا

 ف١ٗ صس اٌىْٛ ِٓ ٠عسفٗ     ٠عسف الله اٌرٞ لد خٍما

اشك ِٛفٛز اٌخمٝفاحسوٟ اٌصدَ ٚدبٟ ٚاٌٙاً    ٚأزدّٟ اٌع  

 زا٘ب اٌذضٓ اٌرٞ ٠ىٍٖٛ    وٍّا شاَ جّالاً صعما

 ٘ٛ ٔٛز الله لا حجٍٙٗ         ِمٍٗ دسٞ ٚلٍب خفما

It has been mentioned before that Al-Mahjoub has been greatly affected by the Diwan group whose romanticism was 

immature, they occupied a threshold position between neo-classicism and romanticism. Their perception of reality 

remained hybrid, there was a hiatus between what they thought a poet should be, and what he actually was in their own 

practice. Instead of a visionary prophet, theirs was in practice, an imaginative reformer.  These influences have been 

reflected in Al-Mahjoub's poem 'The Poet-' (1967:12):   

       {The Poet} 

O' The real poet whose songs were spread widely, 

All over fields and green lands. 

As a diligent poet started his way of life, 

Guiding all the hesitant ones in the dark nights. 

Helping the weak, poor and needy and for them he fights. 

Giving people and pigeons a peaceful life, 

And so of joy all of them they shout.   

 The poetاٌشاعس                           

    ٚاٌسٚابٟ أثاز٘ٓ ٚثازا           شاعس فجس اٌس٠اض غٕاء

   صاز فٟ ِّٙت اٌذ١اة ِجداً          فٟ ظلاَ اٌٛجٛد ٠ٙدٜ اٌذ١ازٜ  

    باصطاً وفت ٔع١س صإاي              بً ٌّضخ اٌدِٛع حّٟٙ غزازا

 عاط ٌٍذب د٘سٖ ٚشجاٖ          ٘زج اٌط١س فٟ اٌغصْٛ حبازٜ

 ٌٛزق شدٚ٘ا ٚاٌٙزازافسدت إٌاس أغ١ٕاث بغ١ت         عٍُ ا

        ٠عصس اٌٛجد لٍبٗ ٚغٕاٖ          وشٟٙ إٌّٝ ٚدٍُ اٌعرازٜ

Showing his own mistrust Shelley says: " A poem is the image of life expressed in its eternal truth" in Shelleyan tone, the 

poet is a prophet, a philosopher, a painter, a musician and a kahin' a priest' or a hierophants", and so Al – Mahjoub 

(1967:56) reflects these Shelleyian ideas in his poem:                                                                                                   

{The Sweet Love} 

           My heart neither was unfaithful to thy promises, 
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           None was haunted by, but by thy lovely spirit. 

           If I try to get rid of thy love. I'll be drawn back to its longing. 

           How can the precious victim of thy love be tired of its likeness? 

           We spent all life as loyal worshiper of thy brightness. 

            Otherwise our life will be meaningless. 

           If there who may ignore his lover's kindness, 

          For sure we save our lover's nice memories. 

 أدٍٝ اٌذب                                    

 ِا خاْ عٙدن لٍبٟ ٚلا عّسث        بغ١س دبه ٠ا زٚدٟ دٕا٠اٖ 

 بأْ زِج أبسح عٕٗ ل١د أٍّٔت          زدث اٌٟ صع١س اٌشٛق زؤ٠اٖ

 ًٚ٘ ٠ٕإ بذب واْ ٠عبدٖ              ِٓ واْ ٌٍذب ِٓ أغٍٝ ضذا٠اٖ

 ٌُٚ ٠عٕج ِع الأٔضاَ بازلت            ِٓ اٌعّاز ٌعً اٌشٛق ٠غشاٖ

ٕا عٍٝ اٌد٘س عباداً ٌطٍعخٗ         لا وأج اٌد١ٔا ئذا وٕا ف١ٍٕاٖعش    

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper deals with a comparative study. The researcher uses a descriptive and comparative approach method to achieve 

the purpose of the study. To evaluate the romantic values of the Arabic poems and their poetic worth according to the 

western romantic features.  

Sudanese Arabic literature, particularly the interplay in it between tradition and western influence. Shedding light on the 

nature not only of Sudanese Arabic romanticism, but on the differences between Arabic and English romantic poetry and 

literary criticism. It will be an essential addition to the study of the subject, providing an original and penetrating analysis 

of several aspects of modern Sudanese Arabic literature. 

As a result of  the study it has been realized that, by the end of the19th century a new type of poetry was being written, 

which is marked by a tension between a relatively neo-classical style and new romantic sentiments. This is best illustrated 

by the poetry of Khalil Mutran, al-Mazint, Shukri and al-Aqqad, who were influenced by their reading in western poetry 

and criticism. With these three younger poets English and American influence in the emergence and growth of Arabic 

romantic poetry begins. The poets of the Diwan, Mahjar and Apollo group reflect the real western influence on the Arabic 

romantic poetry. The Sudanese romantic poets who were related to 'The Diwan group' like Mohammad Ahmad al-

Mahjoub, Mohammad Ashry and Yousif Mustafa Attinay, graduated from Gordon Memorial College. Cordon College 

had a great role that led the development of the Sudanese romanticism, as well as ' Madrasat al-Mualimin' in Egypt. Their 

romantic poems reflect the influence of Byron, Shelley, Wordsworth and other English romantic poets. 
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